
INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanomaterials have
attracted significant attention inresearch and
applications in areas including energy conversion,
sensing, electronics, photonics, and biomedicine.
The parameters suchas size, shape, and surface
characteristics of semiconducting nanomaterials
are significant to control the properties for different
applications.With the development of nanoscience
and nanotechnology, one-dimensional (1D)
semiconducting nanostructured materials including
nanotubes, nanorods, nanosheets, nanoballs, and
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ABSTRACT

Semiconducting metal oxide and conducting polymers based nanostructures possess
unique morphological, optical and structural properties for the important applications in emerging
technologies. On the other hand, the semiconducting nanocomposites offer the possibilities to
control the properties by varying the composition of the materials and the related parameters such
as morphology and an interface. This article provides a condensed overview of metal oxide and
conducting polymer based semiconducting nanostructures and nanocompositesfor the
development of chemical sensors. This work is a comprehensive review of current research
activities that concentrate on chemical sensors based on metal oxides and conducting polymers
nanostructures like nanotubes, nanorods, nanosheets and nanoballs. The experimental principle,
design of sensing devices, sensing mechanism, and the significant sensing parameters are
comprehensively discussed.

Key words: Semicondcuting Nanaostructures, Nanocomposites and Toxic Chemicals.

other nano-structured materials have been widely
applied to fabricate a variety of chemosensors. The
1D nanomaterial provides unique physicaland
chemical properties, large surface area/volume
ratio,good conductivity, excellent electrocatalytic
activity and high mechanical strength.1Forsome
specific applications,it is highly desired to control
and alter the properties of nanomaterials with
greater flexibility and possibility and thus,
nanocomposites are the best alternatives to serve
these purposes. The nano composites generally
contain more than one single component and
therefore, it is a simple approach to achieve the
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properties which are different from those of single
component nanomaterials.

Conducting polymers like polypyrrole,
polythiophene, polyindol, polyaniline and polyfuran
families are known as p-type semiconductors with
unique electronic properties, low energy optical
transitions, low ionization potential and high electron
affinity2 thus, widely used as sensitive materials for
conductometric polymer sensors. The main
advantages of conducting polymers are the
possibilityof working at room temperatures and
simplicity of technology that significantly simplifies
design of conducting polymers based devices and
allows using them in portable instruments.
Conducting polymers could be easily synthesized
through simple chemical or electrochemical
processesand their conductivities could be altered
by modifying the electronic structures through doping
or de-doping procedures.3Therefore, conducting
polymers could suitably work as an effective working
electrode and might offer the fast response towards
the detection of various harmful chemicals.

The sensor technology is popularly known
for the detection of harmful chemicals. The

sensitivity, selectivity, and stability are the most
important aspect of investigation of a variety of
sensors. Upto now, efforts have been made by
controlling the sensors structures,4-5sensor
fabrication techniques6-7and surface modification8-

9to detect the toxic chemicals. Among several
sensors like fluorescence based chemical
sensors,10chemically modified electrode chemical
sensors11and chemilumine scence based
sensors,12the electrochemical method provides the
advantages of high sensitivity, wide linear range,
economical, rapid response, portability and ease
of operating procedure.13-14However, the
electrochemical method is still a challenge to
enhance the electron transfer rate over the surface
of working electrode for sensors. Therefore, the
modifications of the electrodes with different
inorganic and organic nanomaterials could be
promising for the reliable and effective detection of
harmful chemicals by electrochemical and current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics.

In this review, we have briefly discussed
the semiconducting metal oxides nanostructures
like TiO2, ZnO, conducting polymers and its
nanocomposites for the efficient detection of harmful

Fig. 1: Surface view (a,b) and cross sectional (c,d) FESEM images of vertically aligned
ZnO NRs at low and high magnifications. Inset shows the TEM image of ZnO NRs. Reprinted

with permission from [Ameen S., 2012], Talanta100 (2012) 377. ¸$ 2012, Elsevier Ltd
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Fig. 2: XRD patterns (a) and UV-DRS spectrum
(b) of vertically aligned ZnO NRs.Reprinted with
permission from [Ameen S., 2012], Talanta 100

(2012) 377. ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd.

Fig. 3: FTIR (a) and Raman scattering (b)
spectrum of vertically aligned ZnO NRs.
Reprinted with permission from [Ameen S.,
2012], Talanta 100 (2012) 377. ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd

and toxic chemicals. The chapter includes the brief
literature surveys, properties and the latest research
advancements/trends for the development of
various metal oxides nanostructures,
nanocomposites and conducting polymer based
nanomaterials as efficient electrode for detecting
harmful chemical through the effective
electrochemical technique. The preparation
methods, morphologies, the physical and chemical
properties of metal oxides, nanocomposites and
conducting polymers have shown the significant
impacts on the optical, electrical, electronic
properties of the nanomaterials, and
their performances for detecting the harmful
chemicals.

Semiconducting Metal oxide Nanostructures for
Chemosensors
Modified Electrode of Vertically Aligned Zinc
Oxide Nanorods for the Detection of Hydrazine
Chemical Sensor

The inorganic metal oxide materials in
nanoscale have recently received a great deal of
interest owing to their unique structures, electrical,
and catalytic properties.15-16Zinc oxide (ZnO)
nanomaterials have been extensively explored as
the most encouraging materials for many optical-
electrical and the photovoltaic devices.17-19 The
nanocrystalline ZnO20with wide band gap of ~3.37
eVexhibits high exciton, binding energy, low-cost
synthesis, biocompatibility, better electrochemical
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activities, non-toxicity, chemical and photochemical
stability and high-electron communication
features.21-22Moreover, ZnO nanomaterials based
electrodes have shown good electrochemical
activities towards chemicals, biomolecules and
gases owing to their high-electron transfer
characteristics with high electrochemical and
photochemical stability.23-24 Recently, one-
dimensional (1D) ZnO nanostructures such as
nanorods, nanobelts, nanowires and nanotubes
have been studied for fabricating various
electrochemical and photo electrochemical devices
due to their sufficiently high surface-to-volume ratio
and good electrical characteristics.25-261D ZnO
aligned nanostructures could be promising and
effective electrodes for sensing applications
towards the detection of various chemicals and
biomaterials. So far, few literatures have reported
on the electrochemical detection of hydrazine and
its derivatives using ZnO nanostructures based
modified electrodes.27-28Ni et al., fabricated
hierarchical micro/nanoarchitecture ZnO based
electrodes for hydrazine sensing with the sensitivity

of ~0.51µAµM-1cm-229.Fang et al., demonstrated the
utilization of ZnO nanoflowers modified electrode
for the fabrication of hydrazine chemical sensor with
the sensitivity of ~3.49 µA µM-1cm-2.30A. Umar et al.,
reported the electrochemical sensor for the
detection of hydrazine over the surface of gold
electrode modified with ZnO nanorods.31Ameen
et al.,32reported a simple and less expensive low
temperature hydrothermal method for the synthesis
of highly uniform and vertically aligned ZnO NRs
on FTO glass substrates. The synthesized vertically
aligned ZnO NRs electrodes were directly applied
for the effective detection of hydrazine through
simple current (I)-voltage (V) characteristics. The
fabricated vertically aligned ZnO NRs thin film
modified electrode showed the rapid detection of
hydrazine and exhibited the high sensitivity of
~4.42446 x 10-5 A.mM-1.cm-2and detection limit of
~515.7 µM with correlation coefficient (R) of
~0.73297 and short response time (10 s).

The highly dense ZnO NRs could be seen
in the surface view image at low magnification (Fig.

Fig. 4: (a) Typical cyclo voltammetry curve of vertically aligned ZnO NRs without and with
hydrazine, (b) the I–V characteristics of verticallyalignedZnONRsmodified hydrazine
chemicalsensorinhydrazineconcentrationrangeof0.3 mM to 0.03 Min10mlof0.1 MPBS

solutionand(c)calibrationcurveofcurrentversusconcentrationsof the fabricatedhydrazinesensor.
Reprinted with permission from [Ameen S., 2012], Talanta 100 (2012) 377. ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd
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1(a)). The high magnification image, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), displays the typical hexagonal structure of
ZnO NRs with the average diameter of ~200-300
nm. The cross-sectional view (Fig. 1(c,d)) reveals
the densely vertically aligned ZnO NRs on FTO
substrates. The ZnO NRs possesses the average
diameter of ~200-300 nm and length of ~3-5 µm. It
clearly suggests that the thin layer of ZnO seed
significantly results the uniform vertically aligned
ZnO NRs on the FTO substrate with the average
thickness of ~5 µm. In support, the vertically aligned
ZnO NRs are further characterized by the TEM
analysis, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). The
typical ZnO hexagonal structure with the average
diameter of ~200-300 nm is seen, which is much
consistent with the FESEM results.

Fig. 2(a) shows the XRD patterns of
vertically aligned ZnO NRs deposited on the FTO
substrate. The grown ZnO NRs exhibit the crystalline

peaks of ZnO at 32.2o, 34.8o, 36.6o, 48.1o, 57.3o,
63.4o and 68.6o which match well with JCPDS No.
36-1451.33These patterns are attributed to the
typical wurtzite structure of ZnO crystals. However,
the diffraction peaks at 26.8o, 34.2o, 51.9o, 55o,
62oand 66.2oare associated with of the FTO
substrate.34Noticeably, the diffraction peak (101)
indicates the preferential orientation due to the
vertical growth of NRs on the FTO substrate.35Fig.
2(b) shows the UV-DRS spectra and derived band
energy plot of vertically aligned ZnO NRs is shown
as inset of Fig. 2(b). The ZnO NR obtains the broad
intense absorption edge from ~400 nm to lower
wavelengths region, originating from a charge-
transfer process from the valence band to
conduction band of ZnO.36The band gap of vertically
aligned ZnO NRs is calculated as ~3.29eV which
is very close to the band gap of bulk ZnO
nanomaterials.37

Fig. 5:  FESEM images of TiO2 NT arrays at low (a) and high (b) magnification.Inset of (a) shows
cross section image of TiO2 NT arrays, TEM image(c), and HRTEM image (d) of TiO2 NT arrays.
Inset of (c) shows SAED patternsof TiO2 NT arrays, (e) Raman spectrum and inset of (e) shows
the correspondingRaman mapping images in 390-460 cm-1, and (f) thecorresponding Raman

mapping images 550–650 cm-1 of TiO2NT arrays.Reprinted with permission from
[Ameen S., 2013], Appl. Phys. Lett.103 (2013) 061602. © © © © © 2013,AIP Publishing LLC
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The structural properties of vertically
aligned ZnO NRs are studied by analyzing the FTIR
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3(a). A very intense IR
band at ~554 cm-1 is ascribed to the typical Zn–O
group of bulk ZnO,38suggesting that the synthesized
ZnO NRs possess pure Zn–O groups. The
appearance of IR peaks at ~3404 and ~1560 cm-1

are originated from OH stretching mode and water
scissoring vibration or the carboxylate anion
asymmetrical stretching respectively.39Moreover,
the IR band at ~1087 and ~878cm-1 are assigned
to Å1 stretching frequency and the bending vibration
of nitrate respectively. The investigation of the
structural disorder and the defects of the vertically
aligned ZnO NRs are elucidated by the Raman
scattering spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The

presence of strong peak at ~437cm-1 is ascribed to
E2 mode of ZnO crystal which matches with Raman
peak of bulk ZnO crystals.40The other two weak
peaks at ~331.2 and ~382.1cm-1 are due to the
second order Raman spectrum arising from zone-
boundary phonons 3E2H–E2L for wurtzite hexagonal
ZnO single crystals and A1T modes respectively.
However, the broader peak at ~586cm-1

corresponds to E1 (LO) mode of ZnO associated
with oxygen deficiency in ZnO nanomaterials. It is
known that the appearance of intense E2 mode is
represented to the better optical and crystalline
properties of ZnO nanomaterials.41In our case, the
synthesized vertically aligned ZnO NRs possess
the high crystallinity of ZnO crystals with less
oxygen vacancies.

Fig. 6: (a) Typical amperometric plot and (b) linear plot of current versus concentration of phenyl
hydrazine of TiO2 NT arrays based chemical sensor. (c) The I-V characteristics and (d) the

calibration curve of current versus phenyl hydrazine concentration of TiO2 NT arrays electrode
based chemical sensor at different phenyl hydrazine concentrations (0.25 lM–0.10mM) in 10ml of
0.1M PBS, and (e) schematic illustration of proposed mechanism of phenyl hydrazine chemical

sensors over the surface of TiO2 NT arrays based electrode.Reprinted with permission from
[Ameen S., 2013], Appl. Phys. Lett. 103 (2013) 061602. © © © © © 2013, AIP Publishing LLC
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The electrochemical response of vertically
aligned ZnO NRs electrode is studied to investigate
the electro catalytic activity of vertically aligned ZnO
NRs towards hydrazine. Fig. 4(a) shows the typical
cyclic voltammogram (CV) of vertically aligned ZnO
NRs electrode without and with hydrazine in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (pH=7.0) at the scan rate of 100
mV/s. The sensing response is generally detected
by oxidation process of hydrazine. The CV with
vertically aligned ZnO NRs electrode displays that

the oxidation process begins from ~-0.38V and
achieves the maximum anodic current of~0.124mA
at -0.109 V. Only the anodic current occurs due to
the irreversible electrochemical response towards
hydrazine. It is noticed that the anodic current of
electrochemical system has significantly increased
with the addition of hydrazine concentrations in PBS,
while a negligible or very low current is observed
without hydrazine. The high height and current of
anodic peak are usually attributed to a faster

Fig. 7: FESEM images at different magnifications (a–c) and TEM image (d) of layered PANI nanosheets.
Reprinted with permission from [SeoH.K., 2013], Talanta,104 (2013) 219.  © © © © © 2013, Elsevier Ltd

Fig. 8: Topographic (a) and three dimensional (b) AFM images of layered PANI nanosheets.
Reprinted with permission from [Seo H.K., 2013], Talanta, 104 (2013) 219. ©©©©© 2013, Elsevier Ltd
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electron-transfer reaction in the electrochemical
system via high electro catalytic behavior of
electrode.42Herein, the vertically aligned ZnO NRs
electrode exhibits the increased current with high
height of anodic peak in presence of hydrazine,
confirming the involvement of high electron transfer
process via high electro catalytic activity of
electrode.The current (I)–voltage (V) characteristics
have been measured for the fabricated hydrazine
sensor with vertically alignedZnO NRs thin film as
working electrode to evaluate the sensing
properties. The fabricated hydrazine chemical
sensor based on vertically aligned ZnO NRs thin
film as working electrode is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). A
series of I-V characteristics has been tested with
various concentrations of hydrazine ranging from
0.3µM–0.03M in 0.1 M PBS for detecting the
sensitivity of the fabricated chemical sensor. From
Fig. 4(b), the presence of hydrazine in the fabricated
chemical sensor shows an immediate increase in
the current (~4.6 x 10-6 A) as compared to without

hydrazine based chemical sensor (~9.3 x 10-7 A).
The substantial increment in current clearly reveals
that a good sensing response towards the detection
of hydrazine is associated with the vertically aligned
ZnO electrode which might result from its better
electrocatalytic activity and fast electron exchange.
Moreover, a series of the I-V characteristics is
shown in Fig.4(b) which elucidates the sensing
properties of the fabricated hydrazine chemical
sensor. With the increase of hydrazine
concentrations (0.3µM–0.03M), the current has
continuously increased, which might originate by
the generation of large number of ions and the
increase of ionic strength of the solution with the
addition of different concentration of hydrazine. The
calibration curve of current versus concentration is
plotted to analyze the sensitivity of the fabricated
hydrazine sensor, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The current
increases with the increase of hydrazine
concentrationsupto~3 mM and then reaches to a
saturation level as visible in the calibrated plot. This

Fig. 9:(a) XRD patterns, (b) line scanning elemental mapping image and (c) the corresponding
pie bar graph of layered PANI nanosheets. Reprinted with permission from

[Seo H.K., 2013], Talanta, 104 (2013) 219. ©©©©© 2013, Elsevier Ltd
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phenomenon comes out due to the unavailability of
free active sites over vertically aligned ZnO NRs
electrode for hydrazine adsorption at the higher
concentration of hydrazine (>0.03 M).The
calibration curve is plotted to estimate the sensitivity
of hydrazine by taking the slope and divided by an
active area of the electrode (0.5 cm2). The vertically
aligned ZnO NRs electrode based hydrazine
chemical sensor shows high and the reproducible
sensitivity of ~4.42446 x 10-5 A.mM-1.cm-2with a
correlation coefficient (R) of ~0.73297, the detection
limit of ~ 515.7 µM and a short response time (10
s).The fabricated hydrazine sensor shows a good
linearity in the range of 0.3µM-0.3mM. The stability
of hydrazine chemical sensor was determined by
measuring the I-V characteristics for three
consecutive weeks. The fabricated hydrazine sensor
did not show any significant decrease in the sensing
parameters or properties, confirming the long term
stability of the fabricated hydrazine sensor based
on vertically aligned ZnO NRs electrode.
Enhancement of the sensing properties might due
to the unique vertically aligned morphology of ZnO
NRs containing subtle optical, electronic behaviors

and strong electrocatalytic activity. Therefore, the
vertically aligned ZnO NRs electrode is a promising
working electrode for the effective detection of
hydrazine.

Prospective Electrode of TiO2 Nanotube Arrays
for the of Sensing of Phenyl Hydrazine

The nanostructures of titania (TiO2) are
one of most versatile metaloxides, exhibiting exotic
inert surface and the optical properties. The tailoring
of multidimensional TiO2 nanostructures toone
dimensional (1D) is playing a significant role for
determiningthe physiological and electrical
properties. Among various1D TiO2 nanostructures,
TiO2 NTs generally exhibits the large surface
area43outstanding charge transport
properties,44excellent electronic, mechanical, and
chemical stability properties.45In particular, TiO2 NTs
with highly uniform morphology and unique-
orientated growth properties are promising for the
applications in gas sensors, biosensors,46dye
sensitizedsolar cells,47hydrogen generation,48and
supercapacitors. Recently, TiO2 nano structures with

Fig. 10: Raman scattering spectrum (a) and its corresponding Raman mapping in
1300-1400cm-1 (b) and in 1550-1600cm-1 (c) of layered PANI nanosheets. Reprinted
with permission from [Seo H.K., 2013], Talanta, 104 (2013) 219. ©©©©© 2013, Elsevier Ltd
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high surface area are extensively utilized forthe
detection of harmful chemicals through sensing.
Kwonet et al., studied the enhanced ethanol
sensing properties over the surface of TiO2 NTs
electrode based sensors.49 Chen et al., fabricated
a room-temperature hydrogen sensor with TiO2 NT
arrays based electrode.50Ameen et
al.,51synthesized TiO2 NT arrays on Ti foil substrate

by simple electrochemical anodicoxidation and
utilized as the working electrode for the fabrication
of a highly sensitive, reliable, and reproducible
chemical sensor for the detection of harmful phenyl
hydrazine chemical. The fabricated phenyl
hydrazine sensor showed high sensitivity of ~40.9
µAmM-1cm-2 and the detection limit of~0.22 µM. The
good compatibility, high uniformity, and the large

Fig. 11(a): Typical cyclo voltammetry curve of fabricated phenol chemical sensor based layered
PANI nanosheets electrode without and with phenol (20 mM) in10ml of 0.1M PBS solution and (b)
CV sweep curves in phenol concentrations of 20 mM–0.32 mM in 10ml of 0.1M PBS solution.
Reprinted with permission from [Seo H.K., 2013], Talanta, 104 (2013) 219. ©©©©© 2013, Elsevier Ltd

Fig. 12(a): Schematic illustration of the fabricated phenol chemical sensor, (b) I–V characteristics
of layered PANI nanosheets based phenol chemical sensor at different phenol concentrations

(20 mM–0.32mM) in10ml of 0.1 MPBS and (c) the calibration curve of current versus phenol
concentration of the fabricated chemical sensor.Reprinted with permission from

[Seo H.K., 2013], Talanta, 104 (2013) 219. ©©©©© 2013, Elsevier Ltd.
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surface area have made TiO2 NT arrays electrodeas
promising chemosensor for the rapid, sensitive, and
selective detection of phenyl hydrazine chemical.

The grown TiO2 on Ti substrate displays
highly ordered and self-assembled NT arrays, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). At high magnification Fig. 5(b), a
uniform and closely packed TiO2 NT arrays are seen.

Moreover, the grown TiO2 NT arrays present
distinguishable diameter distribution. The average
diameter and wall thickness of TiO2 NT arrays are
observedas 100±20 nm and 20±5 nm, respectively.
The in set of Fig. 5(a) depicts the cross-sectional
FESEM image of grownTiO2 NT arrays which
exhibits the average length of~15µm. A hollow
tubular morphology could be seen in the TEM image

Fig. 13: FESEM images at (a) low and (b) high resolution and (c) TEM image of PPynanobelts. Reprinted
with permission from [Ameen S., 2014], Appl. Catl. B: Environ.144 (2014) 665, ©©©©© 2014, Elsevier Ltd

Fig. 14: (a) Raman speactrum and (b) corresponding Raman mapping images in 950-1050 cm-1and
(c) 1550-1600 cm-1of PPynanobelts Appl. Catl. B: Environ. 144 (2014) 665, ©©©©© 2014, Elsevier Ltd
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of grown TiO2 NT arrays (Fig. 5(c)),which is
consistent with the FESEM results. The TiO2

NTarrays exhibit the average diameter and wall
thickness of100±20 nm and 20±5 nm, respectively.
The SAED patternof TiO2 NT arrays (inset of Fig.
5(c)) shows polycrystallinephases in the anatase
TiO2. The HRTEM image of TiO2 NT arrays (Fig. 5(d))
shows well-resolved lattice fringes of crystallineTiO2

NT arrays with plane spacing of ~0.35 nm,which
corresponds to anataseTiO2 (101). These
observations considerably deduce the good
crystallinity of grown TiO2 NT arrays. The phase
composition and structural propertiesof TiO2 NT
arrays are investigated by Raman scattering
spectroscopy and the corresponding mapping, as
shown in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f). The grown TiO2 NT
arrays obtain three active Raman modes at~396.1,
~518.2, and ~637.4 cm-1 which correspond to the
active Raman modes of anatase phase with
symmetries ofB1g(1), (B1g(2) + Ag(1)), and Eg3,
respectively, and match withthe Raman modes of
anataseTiO2.

52-53Consequently, Raman spectrum
does not exhibit any Raman mode at~445 cm-1,
indicating that no rutile phase exits in the grownTiO2

NT arrays. The inset of Fig. 5(e) shows the Raman
mappingin the range of ~390–460 cm-1 and reveals
the larger dark part which corresponds to the peak
at ~396.1 cm-1whereas Fig. 5(f) shows the Raman
mapping in the range of~550–650 cm-1 which

exhibits highly uniform surface, suggesting that the
grown TiO2 NT arrays are in good quality
ofanataseTiO2 phase.

The steady state current-time or
amperometricresponses of the system are
measured to further investigate the electrocatalytic
behavior of TiO2 NT arrays electrode towards phenyl
hydrazine chemical at low concentration. The
steady-state current is achieved in a PBS of pH7
withthe successive addition of phenyl hydrazine
(0-0.3 µM)using the peristaltic pump with respect
to Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The typical
amperometric plot is shown inFig. 6(a). In the
beginning, the electrochemical experiments
performed in PBS without phenyl hydrazine for
stabilizing the background current. The successive
addition of phenyl hydrazine has shown the linear
increase in current, exhibiting a linear relationship
between the currentand phenyl hydrazine
concentrations. Fig. 6(b) depicts the linear plot of
current versusconcentration of phenyl hydrazine
for TiO2 NT arrays electrode which again confirm
the linear relationship between current and
concentration of phenyl hydrazine. These
observations infer that the TiO2 NT arrays
electrodeis highly effective catalyst to detect the
sensing response of phenyl hydrazine at very low
concentration which might attribute to the good

Fig. 15:1H NMR spectra of PPynanobelts electrode after the sensing measurements.
Appl. Catl. B: Environ. 144 (2014) 665, ©©©©© 2014, Elsevier Ltd.
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electrocatalytic, and direct electron transfer or fast
electron exchange behavior of TiO2 NT arrays.The
current (I)-voltage (V) characteristics are measured
for evaluating the sensing properties (sensitivity,
detection limit, and correlation coefficient) of the
fabricated phenyl hydrazine chemical sensor over
TiO2 NT arrays electrode. The current response is
measured from0.0–2.5V, and the time delaying and
response times are 1.0 and 10 s, respectively. From
Fig. 6(c), the current has continuously increased
with the increase of the phenyl hydrazine
concentrations from 0.25µM–0.10 mM,suggesting
the good sensing response towards phenyl
hydrazine chemical by TiO2 NT arrays electrode.
The enhancement in current might due to the better
electrocatalytic behavior, generation of large
number of ions, and the increase of ionic strength
of the solution with the addition of phenyl hydrazine.
The sensing parameters such as sensitivity,
detection limit, and correlation coefficient are
calculated by a calibration curve of current versus
phenyl hydrazine concentration of the fabricated
phenyl hydrazine chemical sensor. Fig. 6(d)
presents the plot of calibration current versus phenyl
hydrazine concentration which reveals that the

current increases linearly up to the phenyl
hydrazine concentration of ~1µM and after wards
achieve a saturation level in the calibrated plot. The
saturation point occurs due to the less availability
of free active sites on the surface of TiO2 NT arrays
electrode for phenyl hydrazine chemical at higher
concentration (>10 µM) in PBS. The fabricated
phenyl hydrazine chemical sensor based on TiO2

NT arrays electrode exhibits significantly high and
reproducible sensitivity of ~40.9 µAmM-1cm-2and the
detection limit of ~0.22µM with correlation
coefficient(R) of ~0.98601 and short response time
of 10 s. Importantly, the fabricated phenyl hydrazine
chemical sensorbased on TiO2 NT arrays electrode
displays a good linearity in the range of 0.25 µM-
1µM. The phenyl hydrazine sensing mechanism
over the surface of TiO2 NT arrays electrode is
explained by using the surface-depletion model.54

Fig. 6(e) shows the illustration of sensing response
of phenyl hydrazine chemical over the surface of
TiO2 NT arrays electrode. Primarily, the phenyl
hydrazine is chemisorbedon the surface of TiO2 NT
arrays. TiO2 NT arrays interact easily with
atmospheric oxygen by transferring electrons from
the conduction band to the adsorbed oxygen atoms

Fig. 16: FESEM images of (a) Gr and (b) PANI/Gr composites. TEM images of (c) Gr and
(d) PANI/Gr composites. Reprinted with permission from [Ameen S., 2012],

Sens. Act. B: Chem.173 (2012) 177, ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd.
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and presents in the form of O-, O2
-, etc.,54 as shown

in Fig. 6(e). Second, these oxygenated species
interact withphenyl hydrazine and oxidizes phenyl
hydrazine into less harmful diazenyl benzene on
the surface of TiO2 NT arrays.Thus,TiO2 NT arrays
electrode provides suitable surface for the oxidation
of phenyl hydrazine and determines the sensing
responses by increases the current values. The
reusability and reproducibility of the fabricated
phenyl hydrazine chemical sensor based on TiO2

NT arrays electrode were elucidated by measuring
the sensing responses with the I-Vcharacteristics
for three consecutive weeks. The sensing
parameters or properties showed the negligible
drops in the fabricated phenyl hydrazine chemical
sensor based on TiO2NT arrays electrode, which
deduces the long term stability of the fabricated
phenyl hydrazine chemical sensor. Thus, TiO2 NT
arrays with anatase phase and good crystal quality
are promising and effective working electrode forthe
detection of phenyl hydrazine chemical or other
hazardous chemicals.

Conducting Polymers based Nanostructures for
Chemosensors

Conducting polymers are known as p-type
semiconductors and offer unique electronic
properties owing to their good electrical conductivity,
low energy optical transitions, low ionization
potential and high electron affinity.55These polymers
could be easily synthesized through simple
chemical or electrochemical processes and their
conductivities could be altered by modifying the
electronic structures through doping or de-doping

procedures.56The good selectivity, wide linear
range, rapid response, portability and the room
temperature working abilities are the basic
requirements for the efficient working of chemical
sensors.57The conducting polymers are widely
used as sensitive materials for chemosensors as
they are effective working electrode and might offer
the fast response towards the detection of various
harmful chemicals.58

The Efficient Electrode of Layered Polyaniline
(PANI) Nanosheets for the Detection of
Hazardous Phenol Chemical

A unique organic p-type semiconductor
polymer, polyaniline (PANI) is highly searched
polymer due to its unique acid-base chemistry,
stable electrical conduction, high-environmental
stability and ease of fabrication.59Importantly, PANI
possesses the typical conjugated bonds in the
polymer skeleton which could be responsible for
the charge conduction due to the generation of
polarons or bipolarons.60The variable conductivity
makes PANI as promising material for the specific
application of electronics, optoelectronic,
electrochemical, electrochromic, photovoltaic and
sensing devices.61Moreover, the presence of the
reactive NH- groups in the polymer chain (PANI),
positioned on either side by phenylene rings imparts
the chemical flexibility to the system and improves
the processibility to a large extent. PANI
nanomaterial shows the versatility of nanostructures
in the form of nanofibers, nanorods, nanowires and
nanoflakes with high surface/volume ratio and low
diffusional resistance62. Various PANI

Fig. 17: AFM images of (a) Gr and (b) PANI/Gr composites. Reprinted with permission
from [Ameen S., 2012], Sens. Act. B: Chem. 173 (2012) 177, ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd
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nanostructures display the improved optical,
structural, electronic and electrical properties which
might act as useful candidate for the application in
electrochemical, electrochromic, biosensors and
chemical sensors devices.63-64 Recently, PANI
nanomaterials have gained a great attention in the
field of sensors including gas sensor, biosensor and
chemical sensors.65 In context of PANI based
sensors, A. L. Kukla et al., prepared PANI thin films
for detecting ammonia.66Y. Bo et al., explained the

electrochemical DNA biosensor by PANI nanowires
modified graphene electrode.67Recently, P. Kunzo
et al., fabricated the hydrogen sensor based on
unique oxygen plasma treated PANI thin film. An
amperometric phenol biosensor based on PANI
electrode was studied in the aspects of optical and
electrochemical properties68.J. Zhang et al.,
designed the composite electrode of PANI-ionic
liquid-carbon nanofiber for the fabrication of highly
sensitive amperometric biosensors towards
phenols69.Ameen et al., reported the layered PANI
nanosheets based electrodes as an effective
chemical sensor towards the efficient detection of
phenol.70The fabricated phenol sensor based on
layered PANI nanosheets exhibited a high
sensitivity of ~1485.3 µA.mM-1.cm-2and very low
detection limit of ~4.43 µM with correlation
coefficient (R) of ~0.9981 and short response time
(10 s).

Fig.7 shows the FESEM and TEM images
of layered PANI nanosheets. At low resolution (Fig.
7(a-b)), the synthesized PANI displays the uniform
and compact layered sheets like morphology. The
layered PANI nanosheets exhibit the average
thickness of several hundred nanometers, as
shown in Fig. 7(c). The morphology of synthesized
PANI is further characterized by TEM analysis, as
depicted in Fig. 7(d). The layered morphology of
PANI nanosheets is clearly visible which is similar
to the FESEM results. There is no deformation of
the morphology of layered PANI nanosheets under
the high electron beam of TEM, suggesting the
stability of the synthesized layered PANI
nanosheets.

Fig.8 shows the topographic and three
dimensional (3D) AFM images of layered PANI
nanosheets. The layered morphology of
synthesized PANI is visibly recorded in the
topographic mode, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The 3D
AFM image (Fig. 8(b)) has confirmed the same
layered morphology, as detected in the topographic
mode. The roughness of layered PANI nanosheets
is estimated from AFM images by taking the value
of the root mean roughness (R

rms). The layered PANI
nanosheets exhibit relatively the high roughness
of ~52.3 nm. It is known that the electrode materials
with large roughness factor display higher
electrochemical behavior or the electrocatalytic

Fig. 18: (a) The I–V characteristics of PANI/Gr
composite thin film modified hydrazine

chemical sensor in hydrazine concentrations
of 0.01 µM–0.01 M in 10 ml of 0.1 M PBS

solution and (b) calibration curve of current
versus concentrations of the fabricated
hydrazine sensor. Inset (a) shows typical

cyclovoltametry curve for PANI/Gr modified
electrode without and with hydrazine, and inset
(b) the calibration curve of current in the lower

concentrations region.Reprinted with
permission from [Ameen S., 2012], Sens. Act.
B: Chem. 173 (2012) 177, ©©©©© 2012, Elsevier Ltd.
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activity. The high roughness of layered PANI
nanosheets might improve the electrochemical
behavior towards the detection of phenol.

Fig. 9(a) shows the X-rays diffraction (XRD)
patterns of layered PANI nanosheets. Typically, two
diffraction peaks at 19.3o and 25.1o are recorded,
corresponding to the periodicity parallel and
perpendicular to the polymer chain, respectively.
These peaks are also assigned to emeraldine
structure of PANI. The recorded XRD patterns are
similar to PANI sheets or matrix.71 The element
composition of the layered PANI nanosheets is
analyzed by taking the line scan element mapping
through EDS. Fig. 9(a, b, c) shows the line scan
element mapping image and pie profile of the
elements. The C and N elements are majorly
distributed in the line scan mapping however, the
traces of Cl and S elements are also detected, as
seen in the corresponding pie bar graph shown in
Fig. 9(c). The uniform distribution of C and N
elements confirm the formation of layered PANI
nanosheets.

The structural properties are further
characterized by the Raman scattering
spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 10(a). The Raman
band at ~1169 cm-1 is attributed to the C–C
stretching/C–H in plane bending of the synthesized
layered PANI nanosheets.72 The observation of
Raman band at ~1371 cm-1 is assigned to the
presence of C~N•+ (where ‘~’ denotes an
intermediate bond between a single and a double)
stretching mode of the delocalized polaronic charge
carriers in PANI.73 Moreover, the Raman bands at
~1494 and ~1587 cm”1 is associated to N–H
bending/C–H bending of benzenoid and C=C
(Quinoid)/C–C (benzenoid) stretching
respectively.74 The corresponding Raman mapping
images in the two ranges of ~1300-1400 cm-1 and
~1550 - 1600 cm-1 are depicted in Fig. 10(b-c). The
Raman mapping in the range of 1300-1400 cm-1

(Fig. 10(b)) shows the scattere dlight blue color on
the major blue area of mapping, which might
present the C~N•+ stretching modes (Raman shift
at ~1371 cm-1)of delocalized polaronic charge
carriers in PANI backbone. However, uniform
distribution of the C=C (Quinoid)/C–C (benzenoid)
stretching in layered PANI nanosheets are observed
in the range of 1550-1600 cm-1, as shown in Fig.

10(c). Thus, the uniformly distributed C=C/C-C
bonding along with C~N•+bonding in Raman
mapping confirms the formation of high quality of
layered PANI nanosheets.

The electrocatalytic activity of layered
PANI nanosheets electrode towards the detection
of phenol is examined by the cyclic voltametry (CV)
analysis. Fig. 11 shows the typical CV of layered
PANI nanosheets electrode without and with a
series of phenol concentrations (20 µM-0.32 mM)
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH=7.0) at the scan
rate of 100 mVs-1. The layered PANI nanosheets
electrode shows the relatively low redox current
in the absence of phenol, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
Importantly, the prominent oxidation peak with the
maximum anodic current of ~1.1 x 10-4 A at ~0.37
V is obtained with the addition of lowest phenol
concentration (20 µM), indicating the significant
sensing response and high electrocatalytic activity
over the surface of layered PANI nanosheets. The
weak reduction peak with low cathodic current of
-4.67 x 10-5 A is also observed in the CV curve.
The electrochemical behavior with prominent
oxidation peak along with weak reduction peak is
quite similar to the reported literatures75and thus,
the following reaction could be proposed for
phenol. A series of CV plots have been carried out
with various phenol concentrations ranging from
20 µM - 0.32 mM in 0.1 M PBS to further examine
the electrochemical properties of layered PANI
nanosheets electrode. Fig. 11(b) shows the typical
quasi-reversible redox peaks to the
electrochemical reaction of layered PANI
nanosheets electrode towards the phenol
chemical in PBS. The oxidation peak is gradually
increased with the increase of phenol
concentration from 20 µM - 0.32 mM. It is reported
that the high height of oxidation peak and the high
anodic current are referred to the faster electron-
transfer reaction in the electrochemical system via
high electrocatalytic behavior of the working
electrode.76The highest anodic current is obtained
at the highest concentration of phenol (0.32 mM),
which is about 2 times larger than the lowest
phenol concentration 20 µM. The considerable
increased of the anodic current demonstrates that
the electrochemical activity of layered PANI
nanosheetselectrode is remarkably promoted for
the detection of phenol chemical and thus, confirms
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the involvement of high electrons transfer process
via high electrocatalytic activity of the electrode.

The fabricated phenol chemical sensor is
illustrated in Fig. 12(a), which is comprised of
layered PANI nanosheets electrode as working
electrode and Pt wire as cathode electrode in PBS.
The measurement of current(I) - voltage(V)
characteristics (Fig. 12(a, b, c, )) is performed for
evaluating the sensing properties such as
sensitivity, detection limit and correlation coefficient
of layered PANI nanosheets electrode towards
phenol chemical. After the addition of phenol
(20µM), the sudden increase in the current of ~67.3
µA is observed by the fabricated phenol chemical
sensor however, a low current (~11.1 µA) is
recorded without phenol based chemical sensor. A
series of the I-V characteristics have been
established to elucidate the sensing parameters of
the fabricated phenol chemical sensor with layered
PANI nanosheets electrode, as shown in Fig. 12(b).
It is seen that thecurrent has continuously increased
with the increase of the phenol concentrations (~20
µM - 0.32 mM), suggesting the good sensing
response toward the phenol chemical by the
layered PANI nanosheets electrode based phenol
chemical sensor. This phenomenon might originate
by the generation of large number of ions and the
increase of ionic strength of the solution with the
addition of different concentration of phenol.A
calibration curve of current versus phenol
concentration (Fig. 12(c)) is plotted to calculate the
sensitivity of the fabricated phenol chemical sensor.
The calibrated current linearly increases up to the
increase of the phenol concentrations ~80 µMand
then attains a saturation level in the calibrated plot.
The occurrence of the saturation point might due to
the unavailability of free active sites over the layered
PANI nanosheets electrode for phenol adsorption
at higher concentration (>80 µM).The fabricated
phenol chemical sensor with layered PANI
nanosheets electrode achieves high, andthe
reproducible sensitivity of ~1485.3 µA.mM-1.cm-2

and the detection limit of ~4.43 µM with correlation
coefficient (R) of ~0.9981 and short response time
(10 s). A good linearity in the range of 20 µM - 80
µM is detected by the fabricated phenol chemical
sensor with layered PANI nanosheets electrode.
For reproducibility and the stability of fabricated
phenol chemical sensor, the sensing response by

the I-V characteristics is measured for three
consecutive weeks. It is found that the fabricated
phenol chemical sensor did not show any significant
decrease in the sensing parameters or properties,
which deduces the long term stability of the
fabricated phenol sensor based on layered PANI
nanosheets electrode. Thus, the unique layered
morphology of PANI nanosheets is promising and
effective as working electrode for the detection of
phenol chemical.

PolypyrroleNanobelts as Prospective Electrode
for the Direct Detection of Aliphatic Alcohols

Polypyrrole (PPy), a conducting polymer,
is much explored material because it shows high
electrical conductivity, high stability in air and
aqueous media and thus, an extremely useful
material for actuators, electric devices and for the
efficient detection of the harmful chemicals.77-78Few
literatures are reported on the sensor performances
of PPy nanostructure based electrodes for the
detection of aliphatic alcohols S. J. Hong et al.,.,
studied nitro vinyl substituted PPy as a unique
reaction-based chemosensor for cyanide
anion.79C.W. Lin et al., prepared the composite
electrode of PPy-poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) by
electrochemical method for the detection of
methanol and ethanol vapor.80-81L. Jiang et al.,
prepared the composite films of PPy-PVA by in situ
vapor state polymerization method and
demonstrated the methanol sensing behavior
based on the thickness of PPy-PVA film
electrodes.82Recently, M. Babaei et al., determined
the residual methanol content in the biodiesel
samples by developing new PPy-ClO4 electrodes
via electrodeposition on interdigital electrodes83.
The roughness and morphology of the PPy greatly
influence the responses for the detection of harmful
chemicals84. Ameen et al.,85  synthesized the unique
PPy nanobelts a by the in-situ chemical
polymerization of pyrrole monomer in presence of
ferric chloride as oxidant and methylene blue as
reactive self-degraded template. The synthesized
PPy nanobelts were directly applied as working
electrode for the efficient detection of aliphatic
alcohols using simple current (I)-voltage (V)
characteristics.

From FESEM images (Fig. 13(a,b)), the
synthesized PPy nano materials possess smooth
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and the uniform belt like morphology. Each PPy
nanobelt presents the average thickness of ~100nm
and width of ~400 nm, as shown in Fig. 13(a,b,c).
The morphology of the synthesized PPy has been
further characterized by the TEM analysis (Fig. 13(c)).
Similar morphology and the dimensions are
observed in TEM image, which is consistent with
the FESEM results. Interestingly, the morphology of
PPy nanobelts has not changed under high energy
electron beam, indicating the stability of PPy
nanobelts.

The Raman scattering spectroscopy has
been used to analyze the structural properties of
PPy nanobelts. Fig. 14(a) shows the Raman
spectrum of synthesized PPy nanobelts. The strong
Raman band at ~1558 cm-1 corresponds to the
characteristics C=C backbone stretching of PPy29.
The Raman bandsat ~1317 cm-1 and ~1044 cm-1

are attributed to the ring-stretching mode and the
C-H in-plane of PPy respectively.86 However, the
peaks at ~972 cm-1 confirms the ring deformation,
associated with the radical cation (polaron) in
PPy.87The detailed structure of PPynanobelts are
analyzed by the Raman mapping. The
corresponding Raman mapping images in the two
ranges of ~950-1050 cm-1 and ~1550-1600 cm-1 are
depicted in Fig. 5(b, c). In the Raman mapping, the
uniform scattered light green color in the major dark
green area is seen in the range of 950-1050 cm-1

(Fig. 14(b)), which is assigned to the ring deformation
associated with the radical cation (polaron) in PPy
(Raman shift at ~972 cm-1).On the other hand, the
Raman mapping in the range of 1550-1600 cm-1

exhibits the uniform distribution of C=C stretching
in PPy nanobelts, as shown in Fig. 14(c). Thus, the
uniformly distributed C=C bonding along with ring
deformation, associated with the radical cation
(polaron) in Raman mapping confirms the formation
of high quality of PPy nanobelts.

The electrochemical Impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) measurements have been
performed for the fabricated aliphatic alcohols
chemical sensors based on novel PPy nanobelts
electrode to explain the electrocatalytic activity of
the electrodes. The EIS plots of the fabricated
aliphatic alcohols chemical sensors based on novel
PPy nanobelts electrode using 0.1 M phosphate
sulfate solution (PBS) with methanol, propanol and

butanol at similar concentration of 20 µM. All EIS
measurements are carried out at a frequency range
from 100 kHz-1Hz. The fabricated aliphatic alcohols
chemical sensor displays two semicircles, in which
the large semicircle in the high frequency region is
attributed to the parallel combination of the charge
transfer resistance (RCT) of the electrochemical
reaction and the double layer capacitance (Cdl) at
the interface of the PPy electrode/PBS
electrolyte.88RCT of sensor device defines the
electron-transfer kinetics of the redox probe at the
electrode interface.88In general, the signal response
for sensing device is determined by the values of
RCT at the interfaces of the PPy electrode and
different concentrations of alcohol in PBS.89Herein,
all electrochemical alcohol chemical sensors
present similar nature of EIS plots in 10 ml of PBS
(0.1M) with different alcohols at the same
concentration of 20 µM. A relatively low RCT value
(~353 Ω) is obtained by the fabricated methanol
chemical sensor based on PPynanobelts electrode,
however the propanol and butanol chemical
sensors show the high RCT values of ~507 Ω and
~597 Ω respectively. Generally, the low charge
transfer rate at the interface of electrode/electrolyte
in the electrochemical system is originated from
high RCT value.90This result suggests that the
fabricated methanol chemical sensor based on PPy
nanobelts electrode presents the better charge
transfer rate and the electrocatalytic activity towards
the methanol chemical, resulting to the high sensing
response on the surface of PPy nanobelts electrode.
Whereas, other aliphatic alcohols based chemical
sensors are quite inferior to methanol chemical
sensor.

The detailed sensing properties including
the detection limit, linearity, correlation coefficient
and sensitivity are extensively evaluated by the two
electrodes I-V characteristics measurements where
PPy nanobelts electrodes are used as working
electrode while the Pt wire is applied as cathode.
All I-V characteristics are measured with the applied
voltage ranging from 0-2.5 V. The typical fabricated
alcohol chemical sensor depicts the aliphaic alcohol
sensing mechanism over the surface of PPy
nanobelts. The fabricated aliphatic alcohol chemical
sensor is performed in PBS with and without
alcohols and the sensing behavior is simply
explained by the I-V characteristics. It is noticed that
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the drastic increase in current is observed after the
addition of aliphatic alcohols (20 µM) in all the
fabricated chemical sensors as compared to
chemical sensor without alcohol. The addition of
methanol chemical (20 µM) in PBS displays the
highest current of ~60.4 µA while the lower currents
of ~58.7 µA and ~55.4 µA are obtained with the
addition of propanol and butanol chemicals in PBS
respectively. This gradual increase in the current
indicates the rapid sensing response of PPy
nanobelts electrode towards the detection of
methanol, propanol and butanol chemicals, which
might result from the better electrocatalytic or
electrochemical behavior and the fast electron
exchange of PPy nanobelts electrode.  The I-V
responses of PPy nanobelts electrode with various
concentration of aliphatic alcohols ranging from 20
µM - 1 mM in 10 ml of 0.1 M PBS have been
measured to investigate the detailed sensing
behavior of PPynanobelt electrode. The I-V
characteristics of the fabricated methanol chemical
sensor with various concentrations of methanol
chemical (20 µM-1 mM) in 0.1 M PBS solution of
pH 7. When PPy nanobelts based electrode is
exposed to methanol, the current drastically
increases with the increase of the methanol
concentrations, showing the good sensing
response to methanol chemical. From the typical
calibration curve the fabricated methanol chemical
sensor based on PPy nanobelts electrode exhibits
the reproducible, reliable and the highest sensitivity
of ~205.64µA.mM-1.cm-2 with the linearity of 20µM -
0.16mM, detection limit of ~6.92 µM and correlation
coefficient (R) of ~0.98271. However, the fabricated
propanol and butanol chemical sensors based on
PPy nanobelts electrode show the low sensitivities
of ~190.76 and ~146.34µA.mM-1.cm-2and moderate
detection limits of ~13.7 and ~12.06µM respectively.
All aliphatic alcohol sensors display the same
response time of 10 s. As compared to other
aliphatic alcohols, the highest current response and
sensitivity have been observed for methanol
chemical sensing which might suggest the high
electron mobility and electrochemical activity over
the surface of PPy nanobelts electrode, as
described in EIS results.

The 1H-NMR spectra of PPy nanobelts
electrode before and after the sensing
measurements as shown in Fig. 15, are recorded

by 600 MHz FT-NMR spectrometer (JNM-ECA600)
in DMSO solvent. The 1H-NMR spectra of PPy
nanobelt displays the peaks (a, b, c) in the range of
7.0-8.5 ppm, which are assigned to proton of NH
group and the aromatic protons on pyrrole ring. After
the sensing measurements, two NMR peaks are
seen at 5.0-4.5 ppm, indicating the interaction of
aliphatic alcohols on PPy nanobelts surface. The
NMR peaks at 5.0-4.5 ppm correspond to the
protons of carbon, attached with OH group
(alcoholic group). The existence of these peaks
might suggest that the aliphatic alcohol first interact
with the surface of PPy nanobelts through NH group
during the sensing measurement, which is
proposed in the illustrated mechanism.

Semiconducting Nano composites for
Chemosensors
Modified Electrode of Polyaniline / Graphene
Composite Thin Film for Hydrazine
Chemosensor

The flat carbon nanosheets of sp2-bonded
carbon atoms called graphene (Gr), has recently
attracted viable attention due to itshigh electrical
conductivity,91 large specific surface area
(theoretically2630 m2/g),92 low manufacturing cost
and good mechanical properties. Importantly Gr
possesses very high mobility of charge carriers
(200,000 cm2 V-1 s-1) due to it’s the unique two-
dimensional carbon structure93which explore
various application in super capacitors, solar cells,
hydrogen storage, batteries and light emitting
diodes94. Owing to its unique properties, it offers an
ideal two-dimensional catalyst support to anchor
metal and semiconductor catalyst nano particles
for versatile selective catalytic or sensing
performances95. Gr composites with metal oxide and
organic semiconductors show the fascinating
applications in electrochemical sensors and
biosensors96. TheGr composites are usually
produced by incorporating Gr into othermaterials
which could enhance the electrochemical
properties bythe synergic effects. Polyaniline (PANI)
is known organic semiconductor or conducting
polymer and is promising host material for various
in organic semiconductors and carbon materials
because of relatively high conductivity, excellent
chemical and the electrochemical stability97.
Moreover, it has been reported that the properties
of PANI could be easily improved by acid dopants
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and the blending with organic/inorganic
semiconducting nanomaterials98. Recently, the
composites of PANI and Gr exhibit tremendous
applicability in many electronic, optical,
electrochemical and biosensors99.The PANI/Gr
composites display significant electrical conductivity
and electrochemical properties toward various
electrochemical, electrochromic and bionsensing
devices.100

The surface of Gr thin film (Fig. 16(a-c))
exhibits layered morphology like the crumpled
waves with the average thickness of several
hundred nanometers. The in situ electrochemically
deposited PANI/Gr composites film (Fig. 16(a-c))
manifests the mixed morphology of the layered Gr
covered by PANI molecules obtainedby the
polymerization of aniline monomer in HCl. It is seen
that during the polymerization of aniline in
electrochemical process, PANI molecules have
uniformly covered the Gr sheets. Similarly, the TEM
images present the transparent layered sheet
morphology of Gr which is stable under the electron
beam, as shown in Fig. 16(a-c).On the other hand,
the transparent morphology along with aggregated
clusters is observed in PANI/Gr composite, shown
in Fig. 16(d).The transparent edges and black parts
are ascribed to Gr sheet and PANI in PANI/Gr
composites respectively.

Fig. 17 shows the AFM images of Gr sheet
and PANI/Gr composite thin films. Like FESEM and
TEM results, it shows layered morphology of Gr
sheets (Fig. 17(a)) and aggregated morphologyis
seen in PANI/Gr composite as shown in Fig.17(b).
By theroughness analysis, the PANI/Gr composite
thin film displays the high roughness (Rrms = 5.201
nm) compared to the roughness of Grsheets (Rrms
= 3.702 nm). The highly roughened surface is
generally resulted from the enhanced growth and
adhesion of thin film.101In our case, the highly rough
surface of PANI/Gr composite might attribute to the
uniform deposition of PANI on Gr sheet. The in situ
electrochemically modified electrode of PANI/
Grcomposite thin film has been utilized as working
electrode toe valuate the hydrazine sensing
properties.

To understand the detailed sensing
performances of the fabricated hydrazine chemical

sensor, a wide range of the I–V characteristics have
been carried outwith hydrazine solution of different
concentrations, ranging from0.01 µM to-0.01 M in
10 ml of 0.1 M PBS solution (pH = 7), as shown in
Fig. 18(a).The I–V characteristics clearly reveal that
the current gradually increases with the increase of
hydrazine concentration from 0.01 µM to 0.01 M.
This behavior might explain the increase of ionic
strength of the solution with the addition of different
concentration of hydrazine which might produce
more number of ions.The sensing mechanism of
hydrazine is generally explained by
theconcentration of electrolyte solution and the
nature of the electrodes. It could be demonstrated
by determining of intermediate inthe oxidation
process.102The cyclovoltametry (inset of Fig.
18(a))has been carried out for the PANI/Gr modified
electrode with out and with 0.01 µM hydrazine in
0.1 M PBS (pH = 7) at the scan rateof 100 mV/s to
define the oxidation process. It is reported that the
electrolyte solution with pH 7 shows the improved
electrocatalytic oxidation of hydrazine.103From CV
with hydrazine using the PANI/Gr modified electrode,
the oxidation process starts from-0.25 V and reaches
maximum anodic current of ~6.2 µA at 0.35 V.No
cathodic current is displayed which indicates the
irreversible electrochemical response toward
hydrazine. The PANI/Gr modified electrode with
hydrazine exhibits the higher current than that of
without hydrazine system, indicating the effective
oxidative detection of hydrazine. Fig. 18(b) shows
the calibration curve of current versus concentration
to elucidate the sensitivity of the fabricated
hydrazine sensor. From this calibration plot, it is seen
(inset of Fig. 18(b)) that the current increases with
the increase of the concentrations up to 0.1 mM
and after wards,a saturation level is reached, which
might due to the unavailability of free active sites
over PANI/Gr composite modified electrode for
hydrazine adsorption at the higher concentration of
hydrazine (>0.1 mM).104In general, the sensitivity of
hydrazineis calculated from the slope of calibration
plot and divided by active area of electrode (0.25
cm2). The fabricated PANI/Gr composite based
hydrazine chemical sensor shows reasonably high
and reproducible sensitivity of<“32.54×10-5 Acm-

2mM-1 in the lineardynamic range of 0.01 µM–0.1
mM. Moreover, a good linearity of ~0.78578 and the
detection limit of~15.38 mM with a shortresponse
time (10 s) are estimated from the I–V characteristics
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ofhydrazine chemical sensor. To elucidate the
stability of hydrazine chemical sensor, the I–V
characteristics are measured for three consecutive
weeks and no significant decrease is observed in
the I–V properties of the fabricated PANI/Gr
composite based hydrazine chemical sensor,
indicating the fabricated hydrazine sensor shows
long term stability. Interestingly, the sensitivity value
and other parameters from I–V characteristics of
the fabricated PANI/Gr composite based hydrazine
chemical sensor are superior to other reported
hydrazine chemical sensor.105-106The enhancement
of sensing properties might due to the attractive
features of Gr sheet and PANI layer containing
subtle electronic behaviors and strong adsorptive
capability.107Additionally, some electrostatic
interaction between Gr and hydrazine might occur
through positively charged nitrogen atoms of
hydrazine which results to increase the sensing
properties.

CONCLUSIONS

This article provides a review on current
research status of chemical sensors based on
various new types of nano structured materials such
as nanotubes, nanorodsand nanosheets. The
semiconducting metal oxide, conducting polymers
and nanocomposite have been discussed in terms

of their morphological, structural, crystalline, optical,
and sensing parameters. The synthetic procedures
and morphology of metal oxide, conducting
polymers and nanocomposites considerably affect
the optical, electrical and electrochemical
properties of thin film electrode. The tailoring of
multidimensional nanostructures to 1D is playing a
significant role for determining the physiological
and electrical properties. Particularly for
chemosensors, 1D ZnO and TiO2 nanostructures
could be promising and effective electrodes for
sensing applications towards the detection of
various toxic chemicals.The modifications of the
electrodes with different inorganic and organic
nanomaterials could be promising for the reliable
and effective detection of harmful chemicals by
electrochemical and current– voltage (I–V)
characteristics. On the other hand, a unique organic
p-type semiconductor polymer, polyaniline (PANI)
is highly stable polymer with good electrical
conduction, high-environmental stability and ease
of fabrication and thus, highly promising for
detecting the toxic chemicals. Future research would
be focused on the materials preparations by
exploring new and advanced techniques for the
optimization of electrode thickness and electrical
conductivity of metal oxide, conducting polymers
and nanocomposites for the fabrication of high
performance of chemosensors.
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